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Introduction Project Objectives 

Precursors & Rearrangement Mechanism[3]

Oxaprozin (COX-2 

inhibitor

Aleglitazar

(antidiabetic)

Why Oxazoles?

• Work initially focused on the

synthesis of a series of

trisubstituted isoxazole precursors

from readily–available starting

materials.

• These isoxazole precursors were

then subjected to UV – B

irradiation in flow using a medium

pressure Mercury lamp.

• Future work will then lead into further derivatising of

these molecules, followed by subsequent exposure of

these derivatives to UV irradiation. This may give rise to

increased biological functionality

Results & Discussion

• UV light provides a means of accessing certain chemical

reaction pathways that are unattainable using

conventional thermal methods.

• Initial problems with photochemistry centred around

issues with scalability and concentration (Beer-Lambert

Law), and control of reaction conditions.[1]

• These issues have been alleviated due to the expansion

of synthetic flow chemistry. Micro-photoflow reactors

allow for greater penetration of light through a

concentrated solution. Modern mechanical pumps,

temperature regulation and inert and stable tubing further

improve flow conditions.

• Flow chemistry allows for precise control of reaction

conditions, bestowing a novel enabling technology.

• Micro-photoflow reactors have allowed for vast

improvements in mass transfer, safety, telescoping

multicomponent reactions, regulating multiphase

mixtures, and incorporation of inline analytical

instruments such as MS, IR and NMR.[2]

• Oxazoles in nature are functionali-

sed aromatic systems. In industry, they are

used as: pharmaceutical building blocks,

intermediates, catalytic ligands.

• Oxazoles are amide isosteres

and thus allow for various

interactions with biological

targets via hydrogen-bonding.

Isoxazole precursors for the photoflow

reaction can be readily prepared from

inexpensive starting materials. 

Pump

Reactor
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• Photoflow chemistry to date has yielded a series of

interesting oxazole products, shown below.

• We have so far noticed that electron-rich aryl systems are isolated in higher yields than systems that are not as electron-rich.

Subsequent photoflow exposure

induces rearrangement to produce

the oxazole isomer:

oxazole 

product

λmax of correspond.

isox. (nm)

% 

yield

1 278 42

2 295 51

3 302 55

4 304 58

5 312 45

6 314 53

7 325 56
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λmax (isox) vs. yield for isolated oxazoles


